Day 122

Gaza Strip Updates

Gaza Strip, Palestine
Union of Agricultural Work Committees (UAWC)
October 7, 2023 - February 5, 2024

Key Metrics
- 27,478 martyrs
- 66,835 injuries
- 2 million forcibly displaced
- 8,000+ missing
- 2.2 million at imminent risk of famine

GENOCIDE
Of at least 27,746 martyrs, there are at least:
- 12,345 children
- 8,000 women
- 1,049 elderly
- 339 medical staff
- 200 press

INFRASTRUCTURE
- 79,000+ destroyed housing units
- 290,000+ partially damaged housing units
- 25,010 buildings destroyed
- 0 hours with access to electricity
- 161 mosques destroyed
- 3 churches destroyed

SYSTEMIC DESTRUCTION
- 25 hospitals damaged by missile strikes
- 30 hospitals out of service
- 122 ambulances destroyed
- 100% students with no access to education
- 90% of all schools sustained significant damage
- 99 schools and universities destroyed
- Consistent blackouts

Sources: Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, Gaza Ministry of Health, UN OCHA, Integrated Phase Classification
West Bank Updates

Key Metrics

- 382 martyrs
- 4415 injuries
- 6512 detainees

OCCUPATION FORCES

- DAILY
  - occupation force raids of Palestinian communities
- 694 access obstacles imposed to restrict movement

SETTLER VIOLENCE

2023 was the most violent year for settler attacks.

- 49 attacks resulting in Palestinian casualties
- 399 attacks resulting in damage to Palestinian property
- 58 attacks resulting in both casualties and damage to property

FORCED DISPLACEMENT

- 1208 displaced due to settler violence and access restrictions
- 105 displaced following punitive home demolition
- 503 displaced following home demolition in Area C and East Jerusalem
- 780 displaced following home destruction during occupation attacks

URGENT UPDATES

163 communities in Area C do not have access to adequate water, sanitation, and hygiene facilities

Burqa, Ramallah
Jan 31, 2024: Israeli settlers fenced off the entrance and land of the forcibly displaced community

Khirbet Zanuta, Hebron
Jan 31, 2024: Israeli settlers established another settlement outpost

Ein Al Hilwa Wadi al Faw
Jan 31, 2024: Two families forcibly displaced; remainder at high risk

Maghayer ad-Deir
Jan 29, 2024: Occupation forces prevented community from accessing water point

Amera, Hebron
Jan 24, 2024: The occupation gave a final demolition order to a school

COLONIAL EXPANSION

There are roughly 300 settlements and settler outposts.

- 18,625 settlement units advanced in 2023
- 700,000 Israeli settlers in the West Bank
- 9 new settler outposts
- 18 new settler roads

Sources: Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics, UN OCHA, West Bank Protection Consortium, Colonization and Wall Resistance Commission